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Abstract—This article studies triggers of physical symptoms and health care on a daily basis. The data used are health diaries kept for 6 weeks by 589 adults in metropolitan Detroit. The results show that bad moods consistently trigger physical problems and health actions (medical drug use, medical care, lay consultation, restricted activity) for men and women of all ages. Negative events have small effects on these outcomes, sometimes acting as triggers, but sometimes as dampers. Physical malaise (feeling bad overall) is an especially strong trigger for symptomatic people to take health actions. Troubles of all kinds—bad moods, physical malaise, symptoms, negative events—tend to repeat from one day to the next. Yesterday’s troubles help trigger symptoms and health care today, but they have less influence than today’s troubles do. When troubles continue for 2 days in a row, this spurs people especially to seek professional help. Women tend to respond more predictably and simply to triggers than men do, and older people appear to be more sensitive and responsive to triggers. The results indicate that the social stress and health model, which typically considers the long run of major life events and chronic mental and physical conditions, is also apt for the short run of daily negative events, bad moods and physical discomfort and symptoms.

INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, a theory of social stress and its consequences for health has been developed in the social sciences. It posits that stressful events can lead to physical and mental problems. These problems are themselves reciprocally related, in other words, they can induce each other. When people have strong social support or sturdy coping abilities, the links between events, mental distress and physical symptoms are diminished, or buffered. Finally, mental and physical problems spur actions such as medical care and self-care, an issue being which actions people choose from the many options. These hypotheses are typically tested in a time-frame of months or years. The items studied are major life events and chronic mental and physical conditions.

This article brings the social stress and health theory to a daily level. It asks how negative events, bad moods, general physical malaise, physical symptoms and health actions of a day are related to each other. We hypothesize that bad moods or negative events on a day increase the likelihood of physical symptoms the same day, and that bad moods have a stronger impact than negative events do (Hypothesis 1). We expect that bad moods, negative events and general physical malaise increase the likelihood that symptomatic people will take curative actions such as medical drugs, medical care, lay consultation and restricted activity (Hypothesis 2). Relationships across days are also studied. We hypothesize that troubles yesterday increase the chances of having symptoms and taking health actions today (Hypothesis 3); e.g. a bad mood yesterday increases the probability of symptoms today. Finally, if multiple troubles occur on a day (e.g. both a bad mood and a negative event) or if troubles persist for two days (e.g. a bad mood both days), the chances of symptoms and health actions rise markedly (Hypothesis 4).

Because the time-frame is short—just 1 or 2 days—we call the predictors ‘triggers’ of symptoms and health care. The word ‘triggers’ was coined in the 1950s by Zola [1]. Although felicitous, the term has rarely been used in subsequent empirical research.

THE SOCIAL STRESS AND HEALTH MODEL

The social stress and health model has generated research in the fields of medical sociology, social and psychiatric epidemiology, behavioral medicine and health psychology. The causal sequence usually posited is that certain life events cause great mental distress, which in turn lowers a person’s physiological resistance to illness, so that both chronic and acute health problems increase. The impact of mental distress on illness can be direct (when it causes biochemical changes in the body) or indirect (when distressed people try to cope but choose behaviors, such as smoking, that harm the body) [2]. Research has concentrated on how stressful life events are related to mental distress, with much less attention to physical illness outcomes. Positive associations between events and distress are consistently found, though they are not always large ones [3–6]. This has spurred the search for modifying effects, factors that blunt or intensify the impact of events on mental distress. The search has concentrated on social support as a buffer. The notion is that people with stable social ties are more resilient, so they react to stress less profoundly than other people. Although research often finds a main effect for social support (i.e. people with extensive social ties are healthier), the evidence for buffering effects is weak [7].
Current research on the model is diversifying in several directions. First, interest in physical health outcomes and in coping behaviors is growing. Actually, early research on stress and health did focus on physical symptoms [8], so this constitutes a renewal of that attention. Researchers are also studying how people cope with experienced mental and physical symptoms, namely, how they seek professional help or opt for self-care. Second, the effects of specific life events and of prolonged stress are being studied [9-12]. Third, work on buffers has expanded to include psychological characteristics of individuals [7, 13-14] as well as their social supports. Fourth, time-frames are both lengthening to stretch across years and also shortening to daily phenomena. On the long side, it is thought that stressful events may have consequences for many years after they occur, and that a lifetime of supportive social ties may offer some resistance to degenerative disease and early death [15]. On the short side, stresses on a given day may affect a person’s mood, sense of physical wellbeing, medication use, and professional help-seeking. Lazarus and his colleagues have made compelling appeals for better understanding of day-to-day experiences [16, 17]. Finally, researchers are obtaining prospective data to reveal exact time sequences of events, mental states, physical states and coping behaviors. Such data are necessary to confirm causal relationships, and they have the added advantage of reducing recall error compared to retrospective data [18].

This article reflects the new emphases as follows. Our dependent variables are physical symptoms and the curative actions people take for them. We study how negative events (but not more specific kinds) on a day affect these outcomes. The time-frame is one day or two consecutive days. The data come from prospective health diaries kept for 6 weeks by a population sample of adults. We do not study psychosocial buffers in this article. Recognizing that the links between events, mental distress, physical symptoms and health actions may differ for age groups and for gender, we do the analyses separately for age-sex groups.

RESEARCH ON DAILY TRIGGERS

Until recently health diary studies were rare, so information about triggers of daily physical symptoms and health actions has been scant. Four studies provide these results: First, 512 women in Rochester, NY filled out daily health calendars for one month. Each day they noted any upsetting events for family members, rated their own tension level, rated the general health status of each family member, and listed symptoms, preventive actions and curative actions of family members [19]. Analyses showed that family stress increased the chances of symptoms among the women. Strangely, stress increased medical care for them on healthy days, but not on days with illness. The longer an illness lasted, the more likely women were to seek medical care for it [20, 21]. Second, in a study of 55 university students and staff, respondents recorded daily ‘life changes’ and physical symptoms for a 2-9 week period [22]. The higher the daily life change score, the more likely physical symptoms were. Life changes were also more frequent on the day before and the day after symptomatic days, compared to nonsymptomatic ones. People with high average life change scores (over the whole diary period) had the least variable scores too; in other words, they tended to be persistently upset. Third, a study of 96 Boston women showed that after controlling for the presence of symptoms on a day, upsetting events boosted health services use [23]. Fourth, daily records for 23 men showed that nonsymptomatic days were preceded by more ‘desirable’ events than symptomatic days were [24].

Interest in triggers of physical symptoms has burgeoned, and several studies are in progress or recently completed. Two of the studies focus on daily stresses and emotional outcomes, but they also include some information on physical symptoms (the investigators are R. Lazarus, University of California, Berkeley, and A. Stonc, State University of New York, Stony Brook). Readers may also be interested in research results about triggers of daily mood [25], links among events, mood, physical symptoms, and actions based on aggregated rates from daily records [23, 25-27, 29-32], and similar links based on short-term retrospective questions in panel studies [33-35].

DATA SOURCE

The Health In Detroit Study is a survey of white adults (18+ years old) residing in the Detroit metropolitan area in Fall 1978. A multistage probability sample of households was selected; in each, one adult was selected as the study respondent. An initial interview was conducted at home covering such topics as current health status, chronic conditions, health actions in the past year, health attitudes, and social roles. Respondents then kept Daily Health Records for 6 weeks. Each day they answered questions about their general physical wellbeing, symptoms of illness or injury, curative and preventive actions, mood and special events. At the end of the diary period, a termination interview was conducted by telephone with questions about changes in health during the 6 weeks and reactions to the diary task. Details of the study design are in [18, 36]. There are 714 interviewed respondents (302 men and 413 women) and 589 diary respondents (243 men and 346 women who kept at least one week of Daily Health Records). The 589 diary-keepers produced 23,526 days of information.

VARIABLES

The predictors, dependent variables, and control variables used for this article are described below. All variables except age and sex are daily ones and come from the Daily Health Record (shown in Appendix 1). All were dichotomized for the analysis, so that 1 is the occurrence of an event, mood, symptom or health action, and 0 otherwise.

Predictors

Negative Event

“Did anything happen — for better or worse — to make today different than usual?”

If yes, people indicated the kind of event (there were 8 check-boxes; see...
Appendix 1). Events were coded by their desirability, using the PERI scale [37]*. The main Negative Events are trouble with family or friends and a lot of extra work. For this analysis, 1 = Negative Event and 0 = Positive, Ambiguous or No Event.

Bad Mood

“How were your spirits today?”
Scored from 1 = terrible to 10 = wonderful. Dichotomized here into 1 = Bad Mood (scores 1–5) and 0 = Good Mood (scores 6–10).†

Physical Malaise (or Bad Physical Feelings)

“How did you feel physically today?”
Scored from 1 = terrible to 10 = wonderful. Dichotomized here into 1 = Bad Physical Feelings (scores 1–5) and 0 = Good Physical Feelings (scores 6–10). Note: in this article Physical Malaise is usually treated as a predictor. The item was worded to elicit general physical wellbeing, which is conceptually distinct from the experience of specific illness and injury symptoms. To see if overall malaise has a special triggering effect (apart from symptoms) on health actions, we give it predictor status.

Dependent variables

Symptomatic Day

“Did you have any symptoms or discomforts today?”
Respondents were asked to answer Yes for any symptoms of physical illness or injury. If Yes, they filled in a chart with details about the symptoms. 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

Medical Drug Day‡

“Did you take any pills, medicines, or treatments for your health today — to treat a symptom, prevent illness, or to become more healthy in general?”
If Yes, respondents filled in a chart with details about the drugs. 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

Curative Drug Day‡

A day where the Drug Chart shows that a drug was taken to cure a symptom experienced that day.

Medical Care Day

This was asked for Symptomatic Days only. It includes making an appointment, phone conversations with doctor/dentist for advice, visits to clinic/office/emergency room, and hospital admission. Dental appointments and contacts were a small fraction of the total. 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

Lay Consultation Day

“Did you talk with anyone else [besides a physician] today — such as relatives, neighbors, friends — about your symptoms?”
This was asked for Symptomatic Days only. If Yes, respondents checked the kind of person consulted (Your husband/wife; Other members of your household; etc., see Appendix 1). For this analysis, we study whether lay consultation occurred or not, but do not consider the kind of person. 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

Restricted Activity Day

“Because of today’s symptoms, did you cut down on the things you usually do?”
This was asked for Symptomatic Days only. If Yes, respondents checked the kind of restriction (Stayed in bed; Cut down on household chores or errands; etc., see Appendix 1). For this analysis, we study whether restricted activity occurred or not, but do not consider the kind of restriction. 1 = Yes, 0 = No.

Controls

Age Sex Groups

Six age–sex groups are studied: men ages 18–34, 35–54, 55+ and women
in those age ranges. The two most common types of symptoms are Respiratory (35% of All Symptomatic Days) and Musculoskeletal (35%). The analyses of curative health actions were done for All Symptomatic Days and for the two subgroups as well. The results for Respiratory Days and Musculoskeletal Days are so similar to the total, we have chosen to discuss only All Symptomatic Days. Some results for Respiratory and Musculoskeletal symptoms are in Table 1 and several of the Figures.

METHODS

Within-day relationships are studied first: the zero-order associations among events, moods, malaise and symptoms are reported. Then we consider the relative frequency of each health action given the occurrence of a bad vs good mood, a negative event vs no negative event and bad vs good physical feelings. We then look at two predictors together and ask if there are contingent, or interaction, effects. For example, do negative events have the same impact on bad mood days as on good mood days? We also ask if multiple troubles on a day greatly increase the chances of symptoms and curative actions. All of these questions involve conditional probabilities, which are readily produced from crosstabulations of the variables. For the within-day relationships, the unit of analysis is a diary day (N = 23,526).

Across-day relationships are studied to see if triggering effects carry over from one day to the next. We consider yesterday’s effects on today, and not longer lags. Does a trouble (negative event, bad mood, physical malaise) yesterday influence symptoms and health actions today? Again, the question involves conditional probabilities (first with no control for today troubles, then with control for them) and the results are based on crosstabulations. For the across-day relationships, the unit of analysis is pairs of days (N = 22,937).

Our hypotheses are stated causally—that negative events, bad moods and physical malaise trigger certain health outcomes. Causality cannot be determined with certainty for items measured the same day. Thus, if the within-day findings fit the hypotheses, this is only partial support for the causal statements and our interpretations must be suitably modest. By contrast, the results for across-day relationships have a clear time sequence, so they offer stronger support of causality and can be interpreted that way with more confidence.

Some diary-keepers quit the study before completing 6 weeks of Daily Health Records. Analyses of dropout rates show that young men (under 30 years) and older people (65 +, especially women) were more likely to quit than other age-sex groups [38]. This selectivity poses no problem for our analyses within age-sex groups, but for those with the whole array of diary days, some groups are under-represented. Trial analyses which included weights to standardize the diary periods for all people showed that selectivity has minimal impact on the relationships among variables. We therefore use the nonweighted ("raw") sample of diary days here.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The frequency of troubles for age–sex groups

Table 1 shows the daily frequency of negative events, bad moods, physical malaise, symptoms and health actions for the age–sex groups. Women experience bad moods and physical malaise more often than men do (15.4% of women’s days involve a bad mood compared to 10.4% of men’s; malaise occurs on 15.4% of women’s days and 10.3% of men’s). For women, both troubles increase with age (to see this, scan the full distributions). For men, moods and physical feelings are also worst at older ages, but they tend to be best in middle age. Women also report more negative events (15.9% of their diary days) than men do (11.1%). The experience of negative events does not vary much across age for either sex.

Symptomatic days are much more common for women than for men (42.0%, 31.3%). Medical drug use on any day (symptomatic or not) is substantially greater for women (61.4% vs 43.6%) [39]. But on symptomatic days, women are only a little more likely to use drugs to relieve the problem (60.4% vs 54.0%). And sex differences for the other curative actions are small. This means that symptomatic men and women are quite similar in their propensity to get medical care, consult with family and friends, and restrict activities. (Note that the statement is for symptomatic days. If the rates were based on all diary days, women would have higher health action rates, simply because they have more symptomatic days than men do.) With increasing age, the propensity to take curative actions for one’s symptoms increases. Lay consultation is an exception, showing no pattern across age.

Basic links among negative events, bad moods, physical malaise and physical symptoms

All the associations are positive (measured by gammas, γ). Bad moods are strongly linked to physical malaise (0.96) and moderately to physical symptoms (0.69). To a smaller extent, negative events tend to occur on the same days as symptoms (0.40) and malaise (0.33). Negative events are even more strongly linked to bad moods (0.56) on a day. These zero-order associations suggest that negative events help trigger bad moods, but they have a rather distant effect on symptoms and malaise. By contrast, bad moods are a proximal and direct trigger for physical troubles. This is rudimentary support for the causal chain of the social stress and health model: negative events spur mental distress, which in turn leads to physical problems. We shall find more support for this sequence in other results.

We are not surprised to find the link between bad moods and physical malaise stronger (0.96) than the link between malaise and symptoms (0.83). The mood and malaise items are both subjective and general, whereas the symptom item is more objective and specific. We believe the tight association reflects close causal ties between mood and malaise on a daily basis, not (as some might argue) people’s inability to distinguish their emotional and physical wellbeing.
Our analysis will show consistent differences in how moods and malaise trigger health outcomes; this buttresses the notion that people perceive the difference between them.

Overall, the zero-order results tell us that bad moods, physical malaise, and physical symptoms form a close nexus in daily life.

How do negative events and bad moods trigger physical troubles?

Figures 1 and 2 show how combinations of bad moods and negative events help trigger physical symptoms and physical malaise. (In this section only, malaise is treated as a dependent variable, to probe how moods and events may affect it. Elsewhere, it is a predictor; see Note in Variables section.) Negative events have contingent effects: On bad mood days, they have no triggering impact on symptoms (Fig. 1). This nil effect comes mainly from middle-aged groups, and older people do show a moderate triggering effect (see Fig. 2). But on good mood days, a negative event markedly increases the chances of symptoms for all age-sex groups. Without exception, mood is the predominant trigger for symptoms. Negative events take a secondary and specific role; they tend to influence symptoms directly only when the more important trigger is absent. The most pronounced effects of bad moods and negative events on symptom...
Fig. 1. Triggering effects of bad moods and negative events on physical symptoms and physical malaise. Key to all Figures: two predictors are used in each Figure. The lower one is hypothesized to have a stronger effect than the upper one. (In Fig. 1, these are bad moods and negative events, respectively.) We therefore expect a monotonic increase in the dependent variable from the left side to the right side, as the number and strength of triggers increase. A continuous line is drawn across the four combinations to assess this. To see the effect of the lower predictor, compare levels at the 1st and 3rd points on the X-axis, and also the 2nd and 4th points. To see the effect of the upper predictor, compare levels at the 1st and 2nd points, and also the 3rd and 4th points. The numerical data used for the Figures are available on request.

Fig. 2. Triggers of physical symptoms and physical malaise, for age-sex groups.
experience are among older people; in other words, they respond somatically to low spirits and disruptive events more than other age groups do.

The triggers for physical malaise are quite different (Fig. 1). On bad mood days, negative events actually reduce the likelihood of malaise. Do disruptive events sometimes draw people's attention away from emotional distress and break its pathway to somatic problems? On good mood days, most people feel so fine that a negative event does not dent that situation. These patterns appear for all age-sex groups (Fig. 2). Once again, the effect of bad moods on physical malaise is stronger for older people than at other ages. The effect of negative events (occurring only on bad mood days) is similar for all age-sex groups.

The differing patterns for symptoms and malaise demonstrate that these are different aspects of physical health—one measuring symptoms of illness and injury, the other 'feeling bad all over'. Although moods have a similar effect on them, negative events do not. Events are a trigger for symptoms on good mood days, but they are a kind of buffer for malaise on bad mood days.

**Triggers of medical drug use**

How do moods, events, malaise and symptoms trigger medical drug use on any day? And on symptomatic days, how do moods, events and malaise trigger curative drug use?

Medical drug use on any day. Symptoms are understandably the strongest prod for drug use (78.1% of symptomatic days involve drug use, vs 39.6% of nonsymptomatic days). But all other troubles spur it too: Medical drugs are used on 77.6% of bad physical feeling days vs 50.1% of good physical feeling days. Moods rank next, with drugs used on 71.7% of bad mood days compared to 51.2% of good mood days. Negative events rank last (61.8% on negative event days vs 52.8% on other days). Note how the ordering of importance fits the causal chain of the social stress and health model (physical problems the closest determinant of actions, then moods intermediate, and negative events the farthest back).

When are bad moods especially likely to trigger drug use? Controlling for the pressure of physical discomforts, we examine the additional effect of mood (Fig. 3, top and middle panels). Bad moods consistently boost drug use for women (with one exception in the Figure). The effect of bad moods for them is strongest when no physical problems are present. Moods have less consistent effects on men's medical drug use, sometimes boosting it, sometimes not.

When are negative events a special trigger? Controlling for mood, we examine the additional effect of events (Fig. 3, bottom panel). In general, negative events have a small boosting impact on good mood days, but nil or a slightly diminishing effect on bad mood days.

Again we see evidence that when a proximal trigger is absent, a more distant one is free to operate. Bad moods operate most in the absence of physical discomforts, and negative events operate most in the absence of bad moods. The proximal trigger may preoccupy people so much that others are unimportant. But occasionally, a distant trigger can draw people's attention from their distress. Once again we see how negative events can sometimes reduce the likelihood of an outcome (here, drug use) on days with bad moods.

The results for both moods and negative events are more consistent for women than for men. This means that women of all ages respond more uniformly, or predictably, to stressors than men do in seeking drug relief.

Curative drug use on symptomatic days. Curative drug use occurs in the presence of symptoms. They are already one trouble in the day; additional troubles increase the likelihood of curative drug use even more: They are used on 70.1% of bad physical feeling days vs 53.3% of good physical feeling days, and on 67.7% of bad mood days vs 55.0% of good mood days. Negative events actually decrease curative drug use a bit (55.7% of negative event days vs 58.9% of other days). Note how importance fades as we move back from physical discomforts to mood, and then to negative events.

Figure 4 shows when bad moods and negative events operate most strongly. Bad moods are important only when physical feelings are also bad; this is one of the first times we see a distant factor acting in concord with a proximal one. This effect is strongest for older women and middle-aged men. Negative events reduce curative drug use regardless of mood; thus, drug use is actually less likely on negative event days than other days. We have seen this counterintuitive effect before. The pattern appears for most age-sex groups. (Later, we will discuss summary profiles for age-sex groups. The data for the groups are in Figs 8 and 9.)

Triggers of medical care on symptomatic days

Figure 5 shows how moods, events and malaise trigger medical care for symptoms. Medical care is boosted twofold or more if bad moods, negative events or bad physical feelings are also present on a symptomatic day. Malaise has the largest impact; 9.4% of symptomatic days have medical care when people feel bad overall vs 3.3% of days without malaise. Bad moods rank next, increasing medical care to 8.9% of symptomatic days vs 3.7% for good moods. Negative events are last (8.1% vs 4.2% for days with no negative event).

Moods and events consistently trigger curative medical care by men of all ages. The combination of a bad mood with malaise is especially likely to spur middle-aged and older men to seek care. For women, the mood and event effects are more modest (the sole notable one being for older women, who increase their medical care greatly when a negative event occurs). But malaise spurs symptomatic women to seek medical care much more than it does men. This is an intriguing sex difference; general physical discomfort is the extra prod for women to seek care, whereas nonphysical factors are the extra prod for men.

Triggers of lay consultation on symptomatic days

People often seek consolation and advice about their symptoms from family members and friends. They talk with the hope of getting some relief from their symptoms; we therefore consider lay consultation a curative action. The chances of lay
Fig. 3. Triggers of medical drug use, for age-sex groups.
consultation are increased greatly by physical malaise (62.4\% vs 42.4\%), substantially by bad moods (59.1\% vs 44.3\%), and a little by negative events (54.6\% vs 46.4\%). This ranking of triggers is now familiar to readers.

The boosting effect of bad moods occurs whether malaise is felt or not (Fig. 6). Bad moods trigger talking by symptomatic men more than by women. (In fact, dispirited women of some ages talk less with their family and friends than good-spirited ones do.) By contrast, symptomatic women are more affected by malaise than by bad moods. The greater importance of moods for men was noted earlier, and we will discuss it more in the Conclusion.

Negative events trigger conversation when moods are good; this appears for all age-sex groups. When moods are bad, events actually reduce conversation for most age groups (not visible in Fig. 6; see Fig. 8). Again we see contingent effects for events, either unmasked on good mood days or damping on bad mood days.

**Triggers of restricted activity on symptomatic days**

Symptomatic people tend to restrict their activities more if they also feel bad overall, have bad moods, or experience a negative event. Malaise ranks first, causing a three-fold increase (46.6\% of bad feeling days involve restricted activity vs 14.0\% of good feeling days). Bad moods rank a close second (45.7\% of bad mood days have restricted activity vs 16.0\% of good mood days). Negative events have a small boosting effect (27.6\% vs 22.7\% of no negative event days). Restricted activity is an inexpensive and easy response to these added troubles, compared to seeking medical care. The data reflect this, with threefold or greater increases in restricted activity, compared to somewhat smaller increases in medical care.

Bad moods have their effect whether malaise is present or not (Fig. 7). This is true for most age-sex groups. But the intriguing sex difference reappears: Men are more responsive to bad moods than women are. By contrast, women are more responsive to malaise.

Negative events have a triggering effect only when moods are good; the event penetrates through the good mood to spur restricted activity. But on bad mood days, restricted activity is actually less likely when a negative event also occurs. These results appear for most age-sex groups.
Health action profiles for age–sex groups

We have found that bad moods, bad physical feelings and (sometimes) negative events spur health actions among symptomatic people. Now we look at curative behaviors simultaneously and derive a profile for each age–sex group. Figure 8 shows the frequency of health actions for the six groups, by levels of mood and malaise.

Among young men, bad moods increase all types of actions; but they spur only restricted activity for women. Women’s behavior is influenced mostly by physical feelings instead. Both sexes show similar preferences among the actions: Curative drugs and lay consultation are most common for symptoms, followed by restricted activity and lastly by medical care.

Middle-aged women have a clear preference for using drugs to relieve their symptoms. Lay consultation ranks next, then restricted activity and lastly medical care. Bad physical feelings tend to boost all actions for women, whereas moods have no substantial effect. Middle-aged men have a more complex pattern: They have the highest rate of medical care of any age–sex group; it is especially high on days when they have both low spirits and overall physical malaise. They have no distinct preferences about the other actions; restricted activity, drug use and lay consultation are about equally likely. (One exception: when the day is free of a bad mood or malaise, their rankings are the same as women’s.)

For older people of both sexes, mood becomes an important trigger, more so than malaise is. Bad moods especially prompt older women to restrict their activities on symptomatic days. Bad moods prompt older men to talk with family and friends and to seek medical care. Older women’s preferences about the four actions have the same ranks as middle-aged women’s. Older men’s preferences show more variability.

Profiles were also examined from the events-mood perspective (Fig. 9). The patterns within age–sex groups are more complex than those just stated, and the effect of negative events is typically small. They are most likely to spur actions by symptomatic older men and women; least likely to spur them by young people.

How triggers act across days

Do troubles yesterday (symptoms, malaise, moods, negative events) have a spillover effect, so they
Fig. 8. Health action profiles for age-sex groups: how physical malaise and bad moods trigger four curative behaviors on symptomatic days.
Fig. 9. Health action profiles for age-sex groups: how bad moods and negative events trigger four curative behaviors on symptomatic days.
influence the likelihood of troubles and health actions today? We begin answering this question with Table 2, which shows today troubles according to the presence or absence of yesterday troubles. In probability terms, these are \( P[Y_{today} \mid X_{today}, X_{yesterday}] \) relationships. 

Hoping a trouble yesterday boosts the chances of the same one today: symptoms are much more likely to occur today if yesterday was symptomatic too (71.3%), than if it was symptom-free (16.8%). Similarly, bad moods tend to persist (57.7% vs 62.2%) and so do bad physical feelings (60.2% vs 57.5%). Even negative events tend to recur (32.9% vs 10.8%). This last result suggests that negative events are not entirely objective or exogenous. Some people may have very nonroutine daily lives, may perceive daily events as negative more than other people do, or may report them more. Furthermore, the likelihood of symptoms today doubles from 33–34% to 61–68% if yesterday involved a bad mood or malaise. A negative event yesterday also is linked with symptoms today (49.4% if a negative event occurred vs 35.3% if none occurred). In sum, troubles often occur in episodes of two (or more) days duration. The nexus of mood, symptoms, and malaise which we find within days tend to persist across days as well. Negative events are intertwined with this nexus, and they too ‘persist’ across days.

Symptoms and other troubles yesterday spur all kinds of health actions today (see bottom panel of Table 2). For example, medical drug use today is more likely if yesterday was symptomatic (70.5%) than if it was symptom-free (44.2%). Most interesting is how symptoms yesterday influence curative actions today: All of the todays are symptomatic, so we are comparing the likelihood of an action on the second day of an episode with the first day. Symptoms two days in a row motivate people to take curative drugs they have or can purchase readily, by talking with family and friends, and by cutting down activities, but that they deliberate awhile before taking an action that requires more time, cost and planning.

As expected, today effects are larger than yesterday effects. (This is seen by comparing the differences at the bottom of each set with the differences on the right side.)

**Interaction** effects show how persistent troubles two days in a row—influence people. They are an extra effect that occurs beyond the yesterday and today effects just discussed. Positive signs mean that repeated troubles exacerbate mental or physical problems or push people strongly to health actions. Such propelling effects are found for three items: the chances that a person feels terrible, takes curative drugs and seeks medical care today are greatly increased if two consecutive days have been troubled by negative events, bad moods, and (for the two actions) malaise. But there are also many negative signs in Table 3, meaning that repeated troubles cause less than expected response (the expected effect being the sum of yesterday and today effects). Such dumping effects are found mainly for three items: when two troubles (this is determined by ratios of leftside to rightside percents; not shown). The results suggest that people respond quickly—on the same day—to symptoms by taking drugs they have or can purchase readily, by talking with family and friends, and by cutting down activities, but that they deliberate awhile before taking an action that requires more time, cost and planning.

Table 2 may exaggerate the impact of yesterday triggers because it does not control for today’s. Since troubles tend to continue across days, yesterday’s solo effect can be revealed only if we first take today’s into account. Table 3 controls for today effects; in probability terms it shows \( P[Y_{today} \mid X_{today}, X_{yesterday}] \) relationships. Yesterday’s solo effect is seen in the Table by comparing a leftside percent with an adjacent rightside percent. The Table also shows the magnitude of today effects (compare the upper and lower percents within a column) and interaction effects (the difference of margin percents, shown at bottom right in each set). We shall comment on all three kinds of effects.

**Medical care is most responsive to yesterday troubles** (this is determined by ratios of leftside to rightside percents; not shown). The results suggest that people respond quickly—on the same day—to symptoms by taking drugs they have or can purchase readily, by talking with family and friends, and by cutting down activities, but that they deliberate awhile before taking an action that requires more time, cost and planning.

### Table 2. Links between yesterday and today*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yesterday's troubles</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
<th>Negative event</th>
<th>Bad mood</th>
<th>Physical malaise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>Yes: 37.3</td>
<td>No: 62.7</td>
<td>Yes: 49.4</td>
<td>No: 50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical symptoms</strong></td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>50.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative event</strong></td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>49.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bad mood</strong></td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical malaise</strong></td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Today's actions</strong></td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical drug use</strong></td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>46.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Curative drug use</strong></td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical care</strong></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lay consultation</strong></td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Restricted activity</strong></td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>75.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All diary days except the first one for each respondent are used; \( N = 22,937 \) for all days and \( N = 8343 \) for symptomatic days.

†Yesterday’s troubles are predictors; today’s troubles are dependent variables. The table reads as follows: The number 71.3% means “If yesterday was symptomatic, 71.3% of todays are symptomatic”. The next number to the right (16.8) means “If yesterday was nonsymptomatic, 16.8% of todays involve symptoms”. 

[1] XyeSterday [2] today: symptoms are much more likely to
For example, the first number in the table (59.1) means "If negative events occurred both yesterday and today, 59.1% of today's symptoms are higher than if just one of the days is troubled, but not much higher. And conversations with family and friends about symptoms actually spur physical symptoms; and that moods, events and overall physical malaise prod symptomatic people to take curative actions. We now highlight the main results, referring first to the initial hypotheses and then noting other striking results.

Hypotheses 1 and 2 are confirmed for mood, but only partially for negative events. Bad moods are strongly linked with somatic troubles, both physical malaise and symptom experience. They also increase the chances that people will use medical drugs on any day (symptomatic or not) and that symptomatic people will take curative actions (curative drug use, medical care, lay consultation, restricted activity). Negative events have weaker and also more complex effects. Their impact is usually contingent on the day's mood: when negative events occur on good mood days, they increase the chances of symptoms, medical drug use, curative care, lay consultation and restricted activity. But on bad mood days, negative events usually reduce the chances of physical malaise, medical drug use, curative drug use, lay consultation and restricted activity. We conclude, first, that proximal factors (bad moods) take precedence as triggers and distant factors (negative events) operate as triggers in their absence. Second, unpleasant events may some-

*Occasionally a similar effect appears for moods, so that bad moods have more impact on good physical feeling days than they do on bad physical feeling days; for example, see women's medical drug use.

†Negative events also reduce curative drugs on good mood days.
Hypothesis 3 is confirmed. Yesterday troubles (negative event, bad mood, physical malaise, symptoms) do help trigger those same troubles today and also health actions today. Medical care today is especially increased by troubles yesterday. This reflects two time lags—there is some delay before people decide to seek professional help and also a delay between the scheduling and actual contact. (Recall that medical care is counted for making an appointment, getting advice by phone, or visiting a physician. About half of all medical care actions are the first two.)

Triggers have more impact within a day than across days. This is no surprise; for the short-term phenomena we are studying, we expect effects to be quite immediate and to fade rapidly across days.

Hypothesis 4 has some support, but also some surprising results. We begin with the support for propelling effects across days and within days. Persistent troubles across days especially spur medical care and curative drug use. For example, if two days in a row are symptomatic, or if today is symptomatic and both days involved bad moods too, medical care jumps. (See other examples in Table 3.) This means it takes continued troubles for people to seek professional help and secure prescription drugs. (Over two-thirds of the medical drugs taken on symptomatic days are prescription items). Within days, multiple troubles on the day do tend to increase the chances of symptoms and health actions; this comes from the effect of each trouble (additive) and it is visible in the monotonic increases in Figs 1–8. But there is scant evidence of propelling effects, that is, very large jumps in outcomes when two troubles occur*. In sum, propelling effects come mainly from repeated troubles for two days, rather than from multiple troubles within a day.

The surprising results are of damping effects. When two successive days are troubled, we find that lay consultation, restricted activity, and physical symptoms are less frequent than expected. For example, if two days involve bad moods, then restricted activity is less likely today than the expectation, which is based on the sum of yesterday mood and today mood effects. (See other examples in Fig. 3.) A plausible reason for the two health actions is that people begin to focus on the sum of yesterday mood and today mood effects.

The rare examples are: Malaise plus bad mood on a day props medical care by middle-aged and older men. A negative event plus bad mood on a day props lay consultation by middle-aged people.

†There are some examples of damping effects also for the combination of bad mood with malaise; see Figs 3 and 8.

Attention may sometimes shift from a prominent trigger (such as bad mood) to a lesser one, thereby blunting the usual impact of the former. Overall, our explanations for damping effects involve people’s shifting their focus when troubles are heaped across days or within days. We did not predict these in advance, but they do have a plausible interpretation.

There are several other striking findings.

First, the triggers form a simple hierarchy: Bad moods consistently have a stronger triggering effect on physical troubles than negative events do. And for curative health actions, malaise has the strongest effect, followed by bad moods, and lastly by negative events. This ranking of the triggers appears both within days and across them. Assuming that stronger relationships are more direct ones, this matches the causal sequence of the social stress and health model: Disruptive events lead to mental distress, which in turn can induce physical symptoms. Thus, our analysis offers consistent, although rudimentary, support that the social stress and health model operates on a short-term daily basis.

Second, there are some fascinating clues about age and sex differences in the triggering processes. (1) The social stress and health model may fit women’s daily health better than men’s. The patterns of trigger effects are simpler and more monotonic for women, but much more variable for men. This suggests that short-term troubles have more predictable outcomes—for both symptom experience and health actions—for women. (2) Symptomatic women have clearer preferences among health actions than symptomatic men do. Whether the triggers are present or not, women generally turn to curative drugs most readily, then to sympathy and advice from family and friends, then to restricted activity, and lastly to medical care. Men are less consistent, and they often choose drugs, restricted activity, and lay advice about equally. (3) Resilience to daily troubles may decline with age. Triggers tend to operate more vigorously for older people than at other ages, so that they respond more strongly to bad moods and negative events. In fact, negative events are more likely to act as triggers (as originally hypothesized) rather than as dampers at these ages. (4) Bad moods are a more powerful trigger for men than for women, whereas physical malaise affects women more, especially at young and middle ages. The difference is especially obvious in how medical care, restricted activity, and lay consultation are triggered for the sexes. This goes against the grain of popular belief, but we believe it has an explanation. Women may blend their emotional and physical troubles of a day into an overall feeling of malaise; it becomes a summary of how their day felt in general. By contrast, men may keep emotional and physical troubles very distinct, so that physical malaise remains an entirely somatic experience. If this notion is true, both sexes respond to emotional distress but in different guises—men principally to moods, and women to malaise. (Some evidence that women’s mental and physical troubles permeate each other is in [40].)

Health is a daily and very personal experience, as well as a lifetime, medical one. This analysis shows that there are consistent psychosocial triggers for daily health problems and actions, and that these triggers operate for young, middle-aged, and older men and
women (with some variations) The chain of life events, mental distress, and physical illness posited for the longrun of life often works for the shortrun of daily negative events, bad moods, and physical problems as well.
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# DAILY HEALTH RECORD

## DAY # 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY OF THE WEEK</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. **How did you feel physically today?** *(Put an "X" in the box which best describes how you felt)*

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10

**TERIBLE**   **WONDERFUL**
2. **Did you have any symptoms or discomforts today?** *(Fill out the chart below from left to right for each symptom or set of symptoms)*

- ☐ 1. Yes
- ☐ 5. No symptoms or discomforts at all

**SYMPTOM CHART**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBERS BELOW CAN BE USED IN Qs 3 AND 4</th>
<th>2a. SYMPTOMS &amp; DISCOMFORTS</th>
<th>2b. CAUSE</th>
<th>Not illness or injury, write what you think caused the symptoms.</th>
<th>2c. SERIOUSNESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 1. Very Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 3. Somewhat Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 5. Not Very Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 1. Very Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 3. Somewhat Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 5. Not Very Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 1. Very Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 3. Somewhat Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 5. Not Very Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 1. Very Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 3. Somewhat Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 5. Not Very Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 1. Very Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 3. Somewhat Serious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>☐ 5. Not Very Serious</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Because of today's symptoms, did you cut down on the things you usually do?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No ➡ Go to Question 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>For which symptom, illness, or injury? (Write in number from symptom chart, question 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3a. Did you stay in bed?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b. Did you cut down on household chores or errands?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c. Did you miss work?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d. Did you miss school?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3e. Did you cut down on other activities you planned to do (sports, clubs, church, etc.)?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Did you seek medical or dental help about today's symptoms?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No ➡ Go to Question 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>For which symptom, illness, or injury? (Write in number from symptom chart, question 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4a. Did you make an appointment with a doctor or dentist?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b. Did you telephone a clinic, doctor's office or dentist's office and get advice?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c. Did you visit a clinic, doctor's or dentist's office or an emergency room?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d. Did you get admitted to a hospital?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4e. Was there anything else you did? (IF YES: What was that?)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes ➡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Did you talk with anyone else today — such as relatives, neighbors, friends — about your symptoms?

☐ 1. Yes  ☐ 5. No  Go to Question 6

5a. Who did you talk with? (Check all boxes that apply.)

☐ A. Your husband/wife
☐ B. Other member of your household
☐ C. Relative not living with you
☐ D. Neighbor, coworker, friend (who is not a relative or household member)
☐ E. Other person (druggist, minister, priest, etc.)

Who did you speak with?

Did you visit or telephone a clinic, doctor or dentist’s office, or hospital today for any reason besides symptoms you might have had today?

☐ 1. Yes  ☐ 5. No  Go to Question 7

6a. For what reasons?
Did you take any pills, medicine, or treatments for your health today — to treat a symptom, prevent illness, or to become more healthy in general? (Fill out the chart below from left to right)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1. Yes</th>
<th>5. No pills, medicine, or treatment taken at all</th>
<th>Go to Question 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7a. PILLS, MEDICINE, TREATMENTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If pills or medicine, write the brand name from the label and the type of drug. Use one box for each pill, medicine or treatment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7b. REASONS FOR TAKING PILLS, MEDICINE, TREATMENTS
(Check all boxes that apply.)

- A. To treat symptoms bothering you today
- B. For other health problem not bothering you today
- C. To prevent illness or to become more healthy in general
- D. Other reasons

7c. SYMPTOM OR CONDITION
What was the symptom, health problem, or other reason for taking pills, medicine, or treatment?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1. Go to 7c</th>
<th>2. Go to 7c</th>
<th>3. Go to 7c</th>
<th>4. Go to 7c</th>
<th>5. Go to 7c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
8 How were your spirits today? (Put an "X" in the box which best describes how you felt today)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
TERRIBLE WONDERFUL

9 Did anything happen — for better or worse — to make today different than usual?

□ 1. Yes      □ 5. No  Go to Question 10

9a. What happened? (Check all boxes that apply.)

☐ A. Birthday, holiday, or special social event
☐ B. Trip or vacation
☐ C. Emergency
☐ D. Trouble with family or friends
☐ E. Something extra nice with family or friends
☐ F. A lot of extra work
☐ G. Guests
☐ H. Other: What happened? ________________________________

10 Any other comments:

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

REMINDER:

IF you had any symptoms today:
Be sure you answered Questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

IF you had no symptoms today:
Be sure you answered Questions 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, and 9.